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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
07/29/15  

Choppy action into Fed window but bear case should wane today  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -1.40, SILVER -5.20, PLATINUM -0.30  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,096.75 +$1.15 from prior AM FIX LME Copper Stocks 
345,050 tons +925 tons Shanghai copper stocks -7,750 tons to 101,251 tons  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were higher overnight with the exception of the 
Nikkei 225 Index which was marginally lower. The Shanghai Composite was the biggest gainer with a gain of 
roughly 3.5% as confidence in Chinese equities was bolstered by talk of ongoing participation by Beijing in the 
marketplace. The European markets saw some weakness early on but recovered after shaking off a series of 
somewhat slack EU economic readings. A rebound in oil prices yesterday also sparked some confidence as that 
action suggests buyers are still keen to grab a perceived bargain. The latest CNBC poll showed that only 50% of 
analysts polled expect the Fed to hike rates in September and therefore there isn't as much consternation on what 
the Fed will indicate this afternoon. The US economic calendar begins with weekly mortgage market data, and 
then a June reading on pending home sales that are forecast to show modest improvement from the 0.9% month 
over month gain in last month's report. The highlight of the US economic calendar is an interest rate policy 
decision from the Federal Reserve, with focus on forward guidance and comments regarding labor market health. 
The US Treasury auctions off $35 billion in 5-Year Notes, as well as $15 billion in 2-Year floating rate notes.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
Gold was somewhat undermined by recent GFMS revelations of slack Chinese demand and by generally slack 
global physical demand for gold but we would suggest that news was already baked into the cake with the June 
and July slide of $125 an ounce. It is possible that gold was under some pressure early yesterday because of 
reports that a smaller mining company in South Africa had managed to reach a wage agreement with its unions. 
The NUM has reportedly lowered their wage demands by 10% but they are still demanding an increase of roughly 
67%. The Dollar continues to impact gold and silver prices but it could take a move below 96.50 to prompt 
currency related buying. The risks to longs in gold and silver might begin to rise ahead of the looming US Fed 
statement, but the recent sideways consolidation action has shored up sentiment somewhat. Countervailing the 
residual negative tilt from GFMS demand news is a recent rise in trading volume which in turn might hint at some 
form of value around the July lows. Going into the US Fed window, gold longs have increased risk but a rise back 
above $1,106 late in today's trading, could shift the pendulum of control back in favor of the bull camp.  
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PLATINUM  
With Ford motor providing negative sales guidance on the Chinese auto sales sector earlier this week, some 
ongoing anxiety toward Chinese equities and the Fed statement looming later today, we have to leave the path of 
least resistance pointing downward in platinum. However, the bull camp has to be partially cheered by the upward 
slope in price ranges this week, as that might suggest an exhaustion of the selling interest and or some 
indications of bargain hunting buying. Palladium has shown respect for close-in consolidation support at $613.55, 
but to turn the trend back to the upside might require a rise and close back above a downtrend channel resistance 
line of $628. Pushed into the market early today, we favor the downside early but once the Fed impact is known, 
the risk to the longs should dissipate.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
We think the gold and silver trade will waffled around both sides of unchanged in the morning trade before making 
a potentially critical trend decision off the Fed statement. It is possible that a somewhat significant low has been 
made with the July slide in prices, as that low was the product of a nearly perfect storm of deflationary action. 
Technically if another range-down event is rejected that could prompt a wave of shorts to exit and that action 
could pull in some bargain-hunting buyers. At least to start, traders should be sellers of $4 to $6 rallies in gold, but 
look to reverse positions going into the US Fed statement window late this afternoon.  

 

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
07/29/15  
Short covering and minor fresh buying favors the bull camp  

 

GENERAL: An impressive recovery rally in copper over the last 36 hours 
surprised the bear camp, as residual fear toward China was seemingly 
discounted in the face of strong gains in US equities and slightly less 
deflationary price action in crude oil and other industrial commodities. However, 
going forward the copper trade will probably continue to take a lot of direction 
from the near-term direction of the Shanghai Composite which forged an 
impressive recovery bounce overnight. In fact, with September copper managing to take out the two prior 
session's highs on Tuesday and extending those gains again this morning, more short-covering could be in the 
offing. As suggested earlier this week, it might take two closes back above $2.40 to push the bear camp back on 
their heels but the short's resolve should also be tempered somewhat by strikes threats at a key mine in Chile. 
While slack demand has dominated sentiment in copper for 3 months, a fresh supply-side threat appears to have 
prompted some shorts to move to the sidelines. In order for the bull camp to regain control and send nearby 
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copper back above $2.50 today probably requires something dovish from the US FOMC late in the trading 
session.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
Downtrend channel resistance was taken out yesterday at $2.3885 and the next critical junction is seen up at 
$2.45. Support in the September copper contract moves up to $2.3990, and another more significant downtrend 
channel resistance line would be broken in the event September copper manages to climb above $2.4615 today.  
e we are a guarded long but would prefer to implement fresh long plays below this week's initial low of $2.4870.  
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